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Executive Summary 
Drilling undertaken in November 2020  
Two holes drilled for a total of 521.8 metres. 
Subeconomic gold grades.  
Successful targeting parameters. 
Geology appears to be a package of metasediments with multiple brecciation, veining and 
shearing events.  
Gold - zinc mineralisation appears to be timed with the main foliation-parallel shear/fracture 
event that truncates the quartz (not related to either the buck quartz or subsequent 
brecciations or finer quartz cementing event). 
Recommend approved drilling program be completed. 
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Carron Drilling 2020 

1. Introduction 
 
Oakland Gold applied for EPM25882 as it believes that this area has the potential to host a large 
swarm of vein style gold deposits, similar to those found in the Croydon Goldfield, and possible 
Intrusive Related Gold Systems (IRGS), similar to Mt Leyshon.  
 
Inflection Resources, through its Australian Company, Australian Consolidated Gold Holdings Pty 
Ltd, has an interest in this project as a JV partner. 
 
Oakland was successful in applying for Qld Gov Collaborative Exploration Initiative Round 4. The 
planned drilling programme will investigate both orogenic gold and intrusion related gold targets 
concealed by younger sediments. 
 

1.1. Location and Access 
 
The project is situated approximately 35km northwest of Croydon (Figure 1). Croydon is 
approximately 700km by road from Townsville and 520 km by road from Cairns (Figure 2). Access 
is via the Savannah Highway for 10km then 15 km to the Oakland Park Homestead, then 10 km 
by station track to CADH002. Local drillhole locations are also shown in Figure 3. 
 
The Oakland Park station access road is gravel and is maintained by the Croydon Shire Council. 
Station tracks are fragile and if used regularly by trucks will require upkeep with water cart and 
grader to reduce dust which could be a major problem without track maintenance. The access 
road and station tracks are impassable during wet conditions. 
 

Figure 1 Local Access 
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Figure 2 Regional Location 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3 Drillhole Locations 
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2. Proposed Drilling 
 
Target - Orogenic and Intrusion Related Gold mineralisation undercover and along strike from 
the 1Moz high-grade Croydon Goldfield (Nth Qld)  
 
Drill test 6 priority targets across the southern half of the project for 1,380m of drilling 

• Mud rotary drill thru cover (50m to 250m) plus diamond tails into basement  

• min. 60m NQ tails into vein targets and 30m NQ tails into intrusive targets 

• Angle drill holes into Vein Targets (az 225, dip-70) and vertical holes into Intrusive Targets 

• Drill approvals and cultural heritage clearance completed. 

 
Approved Drilling is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Approved Drilling Carron Project EPM 25882 

Name Hole ID MGA_54_X MGA_54_Y Dip Azim Rank 
Depth 

m 
Target 
Depth 

Total 
Depth 

Target 

Carron 1   607738 8018472 -90 0 1 200 150 350 
Croydon-style vein array: extensive 
mt-depleted zone, on flank of BGG 
ridge, trending NW 

Carron 2   610889 8015273 -90 0 2 150 150 300 
Croydon-style vein array: mt-depleted 
zone, within BGG ridge, trending NW 

Carron 3   604502 8023491 -90 0 2 200 150 350 
Croydon-style vein array: mt-depleted 
zone, on crest of BGG anomaly 
flanking mag depleted zone 

Carron 6 CADH001 611665 8018149 -90 0 1 150 150 300 
Intrusion associated either breccia 
complex or intrusion flanking 
porphyry style. 

Carron 13   612829 8017184 -90 0 2 200 150 350 
Intrusion associated either breccia 
complex or intrusion flanking 
porphyry style. 

Carron 1a   607794 8018520 -70 225 1 200 150 350 
Croydon-style vein array: extensive 
mt-depleted zone, on flank of BGG 
ridge, trending NW 

Carron 2a   610924 8015337 -70 225 2 150 150 300 
Croydon-style vein array: mt-depleted 
zone, within BGG ridge, trending NW 

Carron 3a   604552 8023546 -70 225 2 200 150 350 
Croydon-style vein array: mt-depleted 
zone, on crest of BGG anomaly 
flanking mag depleted zone 

Carron 14a CADH002 602790 8026076 -70 235 1 200 150 350 
Croydon-style vein array: mt-depleted 
zone, on crest of BGG anomaly 
flanking mag depleted zone 

Carron 20   602828 8026101 -65 235   350   450   

 
 

3. Drillholes Completed 
 
Two high priority drillholes were completed in November 2020, the first targeting intrusion 
associated mineralisation either breccia complex or intrusion flanking porphyry style, and the 
second targeting Croydon-style vein array associated with magnetite-depleted zone, possibly on 
a crest of a BGG anomaly flanking a magnetite depleted zone. 
 
In the angle hole, CADH002 there was up to 13.7 degrees of rotational drift to the north and up 
to 10.7 degrees drop in dip. Drillholes completed are shown in Table 2, Drillhole Metadata in 
Table 3 and drillhole surveys in Table 4. 
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Table 2 Drillholes Completed 2020 

Hole_ID Proposed 
Hole 
Type 

Precollar 
Depth 

(m) 

Max 
Depth 

MGA94_54 
East 

MGA94_54 
North 

Survey 
Date 

Dip 

CADH001 Carron 6a DD 177 203.3 611665 8018149 30/11/2020 -90 

CADH002 Carron 14a DD 143.85 321.5 602790 8026076 30/11/2020 -68.5 

 
Table 3 Drillhole Metadata 

Hole ID 
Depth 
From 

Depth 
To 

Interval 
Length 

Hole 
Type 

Hole 
Diameter 

Bit Type 
Date 
Started 

Date 
Completed 

CADH001 0 177 177 MR 150 Blade 14/11/2020 17/11/2020 

CADH001 177 203.3 26.3 DDH 75.7 DDNQ2 18/11/2020 19/11/2020 

CADH002 0 143.85 143.85 MR 150 Blade 19/11/2020 21/112020 

CADH002 143.85 321.5 177.65 DDH 75.7 DDNQ2 21/11/2020 29/11/2020 

         
Drill Contractor Centurion  Rig UDR1000 MR Mud Rotary 

Geologists  Tony Shreck  Casing  pulled both holes  

  Kim Hillier      
 

Table 4 Drillhole Surveys 

Hole ID 
Survey 
Depth 

Dip 
Grid 

Azimuth 

CADH001 0 -90  
CADH002 0 -68.5 235.5 

CADH002 21.5 -71.4 235.5 

CADH002 51.5 -72.9 237.5 

CADH002 81.5 -74.4 239.5 

CADH002 111.5 -77.4 241.5 

CADH002 141.5 -79.2 243.5 

CADH002 171.5 -79.2 246.3 

CADH002 201.5 -78.8 246.4 

CADH002 231.5 -79.1 248.7 

CADH002 261.5 -79.2 248 

CADH002 291.5 -78.3 249.2 

CADH002 321.5 -77.8 248.6 

Ranger Tool   MGA94_54 

 
 

4. Assays 
 
Whilst gold assays were disappointing the overall metal geochemistry is indicative of the targets 
drilled. The best gold intersection from CADH002 was 1 metre at 0.23 grams per tonne Au and 
2.01% Zinc from 205 to 206 metres downhole. Best assays are shown in Table 5.  
 
. 
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Table 5 Best Intercepts - CADH002 

SampleID From To Interval Au_ppm Ag_ppm As_ppm Cu_ppm Pb_ppm Zn_ppm Ca_% K_% Na_% Fe_% S_% Mo_ppm Ni_ppm Sn_ppm Bi_ppm 

2012043 186 187 1 0.024 0.12 17.6 60.7 2.1 1680 0.07 0.34 0.02 1.56 0.98 3.39 5.9 3.7 0.41 

2012044 187 188 1 0.011 0.26 5.3 145.5 10.4 519 0.15 0.11 0.01 1.9 0.92 4.87 8.6 2.2 6.34 

2012045 188 189 1 0.035 4.05 0.7 29.4 450 1060 0.03 0.15 0.01 1.49 0.41 3.05 4.3 2.5 30.5 

2012046 189 189.5 0.5 0.049 10.65 5.8 422 1390 8540 0.05 0.29 0.01 3.32 2.31 5.3 19.9 4.4 41.8 

2012063 201 202 1 0.198 0.31 11.5 235 5.5 691 0.05 1.61 0.16 5.91 3.88 7.52 26.2 8.9 5.45 

2012064 202 203 1 0.001 0.01 0.3 2.7 0.5 17 0.06 0.01 -0.01 0.72 0.02 3.98 1.5 0.2 0.03 

2012065 203 204 1 0.001 0.03 0.5 5.7 -0.5 4 0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.82 0.02 3.26 2.4 0.4 0.01 

2012066 204 205 1 0.064 0.37 1.3 88.2 37.5 2540 0.03 0.02 0.01 2.87 1.76 3.69 6.4 0.4 17.4 

2012067 205 206 1 0.229 1.22 20.8 440 48.8 20100 0.08 0.51 0.02 6.36 1.99 5.43 29.1 2.7 138 

2012068 206 207 1 0.013 0.48 49.9 175.5 34 718 1.28 1.27 0.04 5.39 0.17 8.09 53 7 10.05 

2012069 207 208 1 0.119 0.72 174.5 48.3 186 245 3.42 1.85 0.05 2.94 0.24 14.05 13.4 15.2 6.6 

 

4.1. Assay Correlations 
 
Gold appears to have moderate correlation with Bi-Te-Zn-In-Cd-Cu, vaguely indicative of an Intrusive Related Gold system. Gold does not appear 
to correlate with K. Correlation Summary is shown in Table 6. 
 

Table 6 Summary Correlation Matrix 

Correlation Au   Gold               

 Bi Te Zn In Cd Cu    

Moderate 0.6975 0.6611 0.6454 0.6135 0.5758 0.5652    

          

 As S Ag Se Sb Fe Co Pb Mo 

Low 0.3302 0.2386 0.2192 0.2073 0.1771 0.1678 0.1453 0.1444 0.1145 

          

 Sn Ca Mg Na K Al    

Negative 0.0447 -0.0078 -0.1408 -0.3083 -0.3592 -0.4118       
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5. Geology 
 
 
Little is known about the basement geology within EPM25882. The nearest basement outcrop 
of the Croydon Volcanics (Croydon Province) is located 20km to the southeast. It is assumed 
that these rocks extended out under the tenement, although the Gold Aura drilling west of the 
permit suggests that younger sediments and possible Kennedy Province igneous rocks may 
occur.   
 
The geology drilled to date is a package of regionally metamorphosed carbonaceous 
sediments that have been intruded by multiple phases of hydrothermal buck quartz veining 
emplaced along moderately dipping shears. Weak gold-zinc mineralisation appears to be 
associated with the quartz veining. The buck quartz veins are shown in Figures 5 and 6. . A 
cross section of the drillhole CADH002 is shown in Figure 7. Further details are given in 
Chapter 6, Petrology. 
 

Figure 4 CADH002, Buck quartz vein with pyrite-spahlerite mineralisation in the hanging wall from 201 metres. 

 
 
 

Figure 5 CADH002, Gold: 0.229 gpt Au from 205 to 206m in the brecciated footwall of the quartz vein 
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Figure 7 Cross Section of CADH002 

 
 

5.1. Structural Measurements 
 
The orientations of bedding, veins, faults and joints were collected using alpha and beta 
measurements. 124 measurements were made. Stereonets of bedding and veining are 
presented below in Figures 3 and 4. Rose diagrams are shown as Figures 5 and 6. 
 
Bedding varies widely although shows a regional Northwest trend and moderate easterly dip. 
Regionally the sequence appears to dip 62 towards 066 (dip direction). 
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Veins have equally inconsistent orientation although vaguely appear to have concordance with 
the regional northwest trend with moderate dips to the east and west. A high proportion of 
veins dip approximately 60 towards 230 and 080. 
 
 

Figure 6 Stereonet of bedding planes 

 
 
 

Figure 7 Stereonet of vein orientations 
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Figure 8 Rose Diagram of bedding orientations 

 
 

Figure 9 Rose Diagram of Vein orientations 
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6. Petrology 
 
A summary of the results of the petrology is given below in Table 5 and in the following 
chapters. Petrographic descriptions of three gold bearing samples are also provided. 
 

Table 7 Summary of Petrology 

 
 

6.1. Host Rock 
 
The host is consistently fine grained (~0.1mm) phyllite with mosaic quartz and muscovite 
mostly aligned in a weak regional foliation. The proportions of quartz and original mica are 
roughly 50/50 with some variations that lean towards either psammitic or pelitic phyllite. There 
is a partitioning of more quartz-rich zones vs more mica-rich banding in some sections, but 
this is mostly a function of late shear differentiation. Along some micro-shears (and stylolites) 
are trace to minor concentrations of what appear to be residual carbonaceous material (former 
organic matter). 
 
Although in different sections, the residual staurolite and garnet may elevate the regional 
metamorphism from Greenschist to lower Amphibolite facies.  
 
The phyllite has a spaced coarse muscovite that encapsulates matrix quartz with often a 
porphyroblastic texture. This random oriented muscovite indicates possibly a thermal 
metamorphic overprint to the phyllite and provides a fine schist nomenclature in hand 
specimen. 
 
Trace textures of possible former acicular fine sillimanite in coarse muscovite & andalusite 
indicate thermal metamorphism on the basis of mostly phyllite grainsize for the country rock.  
 
Rather than regional metamorphism, it is proposed the muscovite-cordierite-andalusite-
(sillimanite) may result from localised thermal metamorphism (high temperature Hornblende 
Hornfels facies). 
 

6.2. Intrusive Rocks 
 
A very fine grained (<0.02mm) highly vesicular igneous rock in TS-7, has a fine breccia and 
shear contact with phyllite. This igneous rock is strongly hydrothermally altered.  
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The vesicles are infilled with quartz, and it is unclear if some very fine quartz observed in the 
matrix is igneous or hydrothermal.  
 
Overall characteristics indicate possibly dacite if the quartz is igneous, but alternatively 
intermediate like Andesite should the quartz be hydrothermal. T 
 
he presence of vesicles, lack of deformation, and depth within phyllite country rock, indicates 
a late shallow dyke / hypabyssal intrusive. 
 
A hydrothermally altered pegmatite dominates section TS-11. The coarse grained (>16mm) 
component of the quartz-perthite-oligoclase-muscovite rock intimately transitions to a finer 
grained (1mm) variety indicating a pegmatite vein rather than a significant intrusive body. The 
high quartz, muscovite, and trace exotic pale blue amphibole also supports a vein with high 
water content. 
 

6.3. Structure 
 
The weak alignment of fine mica interlocked with mosaic fine quartz in the phyllite matrix 
indicates a single regional deformation event, although there is a hint of stage-5 crenulation 
development in TS-1 with rhythmic quartz-mica banding (weak indication of an earlier regional 
foliation).  
 
Overprinting the main foliation is at least two spaced anastomosing micro-shear events 
parallel to regional fabric; the first with a spacing of around 1-2mm while the last event 
reactivates the earlier shear fabric but is more widely spaced (>10mm) with a more sub-brittle 
nature. The earliest shear truncates and attenuates small quartz veins in the phyllite fabric. 
The later shear event is also parallel to the main fabric but more widely anastomosing and 
occasionally truncates earlier shear/quartz veins, and also large white buck quartz veins. 
 
Multiple fracture, brecciation, and quartz cementing events occur for the buck quartz in several 
sections. The timing of the earliest events is unclear, other than to say breccia fragments of 
phyllite are included with the buck quartz. The most recent brecciation event encompasses 
the margin of the vesicular dyke rock (T-7) that appears to be related to a late fracture event 
observed in most sections.  
 
Another brecciation of phyllite host rock and quartz is observed in section T-4; both examples 
of breccia are cemented with fine micaceous chlorite and siderite. 
 
Occasional stylolites are developed in the more quartz-rich host, and notably in the sheared 
buck quartz, but their timing is unclear relative to the second shear event (it appears the final 
(sub-brittle shear)/fracture takes advantage of some stylolites in places). The third sub-brittle 
shear(?)/fracture event truncates all above geology; again, mostly sub-parallel to foliation with 
uncertain spacing (one or two per slide) thus making it difficult to tie continuity of shear events 
between some sections. 

 

6.4. Hydrothermal Veins & Infill 
 
Excluding the earliest sheared narrow metamorphic quartz veins (well attenuated in the 
phyllite matrix), later quartz veins are notably coarser grained (and likely hydrothermal in 
nature) with the earliest white buck quartz ranging up to 18mm in grain size (TS-6). Several 
sections show the anhedral coarse buck quartz is brecciated, and the highly strained angular 
fragments are cemented by a medium grained (~0.5-1mm) subhedral to anhedral quartz. 
There don’t appear to be any sulphide minerals associated with the buck quartz or the first 
breccia and quartz cementing event.  
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The medium quartz-cemented buck quartz is then fractured, brecciated and cemented a 
second time by a fine grained (0.1mm) subhedral to often euhedral clear quartz. This multiply 
brecciated and multiply quartz cemented buck quartz is then fractured and attenuated as 
boudins in late shear within the host phyllite. 
  
Narrow ghost (syntaxial) quartz veins truncate both buck quartz and the first quartz cement 
event and appear to be mostly related to the second brecciation and fine quartz cementing 
event. These ghost veins sometimes contain trace sericite-chlorite-sulphide (pyrite). This trace 
sulphide is also observed in minor examples of fine quartz termination cavities in the fine 
cement. 
 
Although not definitive vein boundaries, the second anastomosing late shear structures 
through the phyllite often develop thin void space that is infilled with very fine chlorite and/or 
coarse sericite (very fine muscovite). These shear micas are distinctly fine grained but 
ultimately grade into coarser wall rock alteration muscovite (and chlorite). Minor fine sulphide 
is also developed along the micaceous shear lines in places but are proposed to mostly post-
date this shear event. It is probable that the early shearing of the clasts of buck quartz enabled 
void space and localised extension of past shear structures, including within the coarse 
foliation of the phyllite. This differential strain and shadow extension likely enabled significant 
conduits for hydrothermal fluids through the rock.  
 
It appears the bulk of the sulphide mineralisation occurs at least after the medium-quartz 
cementing of buck quartz breccia, with possibly some early-stage pyrite associated with the 
second phase of breccia and very fine subhedral to euhedral quartz cementing. The earliest 
mineralisation of metalliferous sulphides appears to be sericite-pyrite-sphalerite-(chalcopyrite-
pyrrhotite) along fracture, truncating twice-cemented buck quartz. The trace chalcopyrite and 
pyrrhotite primarily occurs as tiny exsolved anhedral inclusions within some sphalerite 
crystals. 
 
Hairline fracture (including possibly some stylolites) that truncate the matrix, and particularly 
the cemented buck quartz, develop subhedral pyrite and anhedral chalcopyrite at the expense 
of quartz. The timing is not entirely certain but appears to be associated with the sphalerite-
pyrite event. The only visible grain of possible gold (0.2mm chalcopyrite?) was observed in 
the late chlorite lining of a small (0.5mm) void within sphalerite (T-3). The sphalerite-pyrite is 
then fractured and cemented with either subhedral quartz-pyrite-marcasite-sericite (T-5) or 
cemented (and void infilled) with pyrite-chlorite-siderite-(calcite). 
 
Late narrow anastomosing siderite veins partially follow shear structures but also truncate all 
earlier events. Siderite also net veins and infills late breccia between fractured phyllite, buck 
quartz, and dacite dyke. The latest veins consist of very thin pyrite (T-9, T-12), coarse calcite 
veins (T-8), or thin discontinuous chlorite-calcite-quartz-(pyrite) veins truncating the foliation, 
shear structures, (including previous siderite veins), and often at a high angle. 
 

6.5. Wall Rock Alteration & Mineralisation 
 
Possibly synchronous with the coarse muscovite overprint of the phyllite, it appears a small 
component of the matrix mica (interlocked with mosaic quartz) has been completely replaced 
by dark green inclusion-rich chlorite (possibly replacing former biotite in places). The timing 
and true nature of this chlorite alteration (metamorphic or hydrothermal) is not clear. 
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6.6. Petrological Descriptions of Mineralised Samples 
 

6.6.1. 2012066 (CADH002-204.7m Tray-15) (0.064 gpt Au, 0.254% Zn) 

 
The sphalerite is fresh with some subhedral examples and occasional grain boundaries with 
quartz and pyrite. A couple of the sphalerite crystals have a high density of chalcopyrite and 
pyrrhotite specs while others are free of inclusions. 
 
What initially appeared to be numerous small grains of gold were confirmed to be chalcopyrite 
with oxidation tests (actively tarnished). These chalcopyrite grains occur along a distal narrow 
fracture through the buck quartz (along with trace pyrite and sphalerite), but also a late 
anastomosing hairline fracture through the main body of sulphide, highlighted by patchy fine 
chlorite and siderite. 
 
Paragenetic History 
1. Buck quartz vein is highly strained with some fracture including microfracture with trace 
muscovite. Isolated ghost quartz veins through the buck quartz appear to be truncated by 
sulphide-bearing fracture. 
2. Pyrite develops along former fracture encompassing host buck quartz with subhedral (to 
euhedral) crystal faces. Pyrite is also observed in hairline fractures (with trace siderite) though 
buck quartz, distal to the main mineralisation. Trace galena develops along pyrite grain 
boundaries in the main body of mineralisation along with trace chalcopyrite. 
4. In portions of the coarse pyrite development, finer grained marcasite grows over, and 
interstitial to, the pyrite. The final infilling phase of marcasite has a high density of inclusions 
and is less chemically stable. 
5. Other portions of pyrite have interstitial granular siderite, further infilled by subhedral 
sphalerite and trace calcite. Some sphalerite grains contain specs of pyrrhotite and 
chalcopyrite. 
6. An isolated hairline fracture (highlighted by patchy fine chlorite) anastomoses through 
contacts between marginal quartz, pyrite and sphalerite. Along which, numerous small 
chalcopyrite grains have developed. A similar parallel narrow fracture through buck quartz is 
dominated by grains of chalcopyrite with lesser pyrite and sphalerite. 
 

GEOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION 
Slightly oxidised, fractured, pyrite-marcasite-sphalerite-chalcopyrite mineralised 

BUCK QUARTZ VEIN 
 

6.6.2. 2012068 (CADH002-206.6m Tray-15) (0.013 gpt Au, 0.07% Zn) 

 
This section presents a complexly brecciated rock with an early coarse gained buck quartz 
material brecciated and cemented with medium grained subhedral quartz. This cemented 
breccia is then brecciated again and cemented a second time with fine grained subhedral to 
euhedral quartz with some void space. 
 
The above rock is intruded by a very fine grained porphyritic intermediate composition shallow. 
hypabyssal vein or dyke with a high density of vesicles. The contact between the breccia 
country rock and the dyke rock is further brecciated (third time) with partly milled fragments of 
host quartz breccia, some dyke material, and inclusion of subrounded grains of sulphide-
bearing fine schist (observed as larger fragments at one end of original hand specimen).  
 
Associated with or post the third brecciation is substantial fine fracture infill and net veining by 
siderite, with minor chlorite (and possibly trace sulphide). The related hydrothermal fluids 
completely replaced all mafic phenocrysts with chlorite, all feldspar phenocrysts with sericite, 
and infilled the vesicles with crystalline quartz. The igneous matrix, the milled breccia matrices, 
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and some schist clasts are strongly clouded with siderite, minor sericite, lesser iron oxide, and 
trace chlorite. The original composition of the hypabyssal rock is masked by alteration but is 
likely intermediate like Dacite or Andesite. 
 
Only trace examples of fine pyrite in isolated examples of late siderite appear to be associated 
with the last hydrothermal event. The bulk of the sulphide (likely pyrite) with trace sphalerite 
occur in the brecciated clasts of mineralised schist. Trace iron oxide along late fracture 
indicates trace oxidation possibly by groundwater. 
 
Paragenetic History 
1. Foliated and sheared muscovite-quartz fine schist/phyllite (Greenschist?) is overprinted with 
a thermal metamorphic event resulting in random coarse muscovite. 
2. White buck quartz veins are fractured and brecciated before being cemented in a medium 
grained mosaic of mostly clear quartz. 
3. A second breccia event of the cemented buck quartz is again cemented with a finer grained 
subhedral to euhedral quartz cement. 
4. Possibly associated with the second buck quartz breccia event is the sulphide mineralisation 
of the phyllite with minor sphalerite and probable fine pyrite peppering of thermal muscovite 
and similar pyrite development along grain boundaries in the foliation. 
5. The above geology is intruded by a very fine grained vesicular intermediate composition 
magma (vein/dyke). 
6. A third brecciation event occurs as a band between host rock and the intrusive rock 
presenting subangular to subrounded (milled) clasts and fines from the three stages of quartz, 
the mineralised schist, and the fine-grained porphyry. Related fracturing throughout the host 
and intrusive rock present net veining by siderite and strong hydrothermal alteration of igneous 
rock and some phyllite clasts to cloudy siderite, fine chlorite and sericite. 
 

GEOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION 
Slightly oxidised, quartz veined, multiply brecciated, multiply quartz cemented, 

siderite veined and moderately hydrothermally siderite-chlorite-sericite 
altered, 

PHYLLITE, BUCK QUARTZ & PORPHYRY 
 
 

6.6.3. 2012069 (CADH002-207.4m Tray-15) (0.119 gpt Au. 245 ppm Zn} 

 
This section presents a white buck quartz host, brecciated twice, and the resulting rock 
fragments successively cemented with increasingly finer grained quartz before a final 
fracturing and calcite veining event. 
 
The host buck quartz is cloudy white with a high density of fluid inclusions and is highly 
strained. This mostly anhedral quartz is brecciated into angular fragments that are cemented 
with a medium grained subhedral quartz with minor void space (mostly infilled with chlorite). 
 
The cemented buck quartz is then brecciated a second time and again cemented with quartz 
that is very-fine grained. It appears minor hydrothermal muscovite has also developed with 
the fine quartz. Fine granular sulphide (pyrite?) peppers the muscovite and develops 
throughout much of the fine cementing quartz along grain boundaries with minor larger grains 
up to 0.1mm. This sulphide appears to be post the fine quartz cementing but likely related to 
the same event. The earlier structures are fractured with calcite infill including earlier quartz 
terminating void space. Syntaxial overgrowth on quartz breccia faces is common prior to late 
infilling by calcite. The two main calcite veins display multiple extension layering along the 
fractures. Trace sulphide occurs in calcite along late hairline fracture parallel to the veins, but 
most mineralisation occurs at or shortly after the second fine cementing quartz event. 
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Paragenetic History 
1. Anhedral buck quartz host rock is highly strained and brecciated. 
2. Angular buck quartz fragments cemented with medium grained subhedral 
quartz. 
3. Quartz-cemented buck host is brecciated a second time. 
4. Brecciated quartz-cemented buck host breccia is cemented a second time 
with very fine grained subhedral to euhedral quartz and minor muscovite. 
5. Fine granular sulphide (pyrite?) peppers the hydrothermal muscovite and 
develops along grain boundaries of matrix cementing quartz in anastomosing 
lines including hairline micro-fracture. 
6. The above textures are fractured and veined by calcite up to 10mm wide 
with numerous thin off-shoot net-veining. Minor brecciation along fracture is 
infilled with coarse calcite with syntaxial quartz overgrowth at the margins. 
 

GEOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION 
Fresh, multiply brecciated and quartz cemented, sulphide mineralised, calcite 

veined  
BUCK QUARTZ 

 
 

6.7. Summary Paragenetic History 
 
The following summary is an attempt to link individual paragenetic events across the 12 
sections over the 100m intersection of drill hole examined, without evaluation of the core or 
any other geological data. There appears to be a general continuity in structure, veining and 
alteration events down the length of the hole. However, the individual thin section paragenetic 
histories take precedence over the below summary. 

1. Quartz-muscovite-(staurolite-garnet) phyllite (Greenschist to Amphibolite facies) with 
attenuated former thin metamorphic (?) quartz veins in an early, anastomosing, foliation-
parallel 1-2mm shear event (Shear-1). 

2. The phyllite is overprinted with a thermal metamorphic event developing coarse muscovite 
and locally biotite-cordierite-andalusite-(sillimanite) (Hornblende Hornfels facies). 

3. White coarse-grained anhedral buck quartz veins, of probable hydrothermal origin, cross-
cut phyllite fabric and are later fractured (brecciated) and cemented with medium grained 
subhedral quartz; then brecciated and quartz cemented a second time, probably all contained 
in the same relative event of hydrothermal quartz veining. 

4. Isolated examples of stylolite development are observed in both quartz-rich phyllite and 
truncating both the buck and first breccia quartz cementing events. Timing relative to the 
second brecciation and fine quartz cementing event is unclear. 

5. Narrow ghost (syntaxial) quartz veining is possibly related to the last phase of quartz 
cementing of buck breccia. Trace sericite-chlorite-sulphide (pyrite) is observed in isolated void 
space of ghost veins and trace voids in the euhedral fine quartz cement. It’s uncertain if some 
or all of this mineralisation is connected to later sub-brittle shear and hydrothermal events with 
microfracture. 

6. The phyllite foliation and initial shear structures are reactivated with spaced (5-10mm) 
anastomosing late fracture/Shear-2, that fractures and attenuates the multi-brecciated and 
cemented coarse quartz vein material (timing relative to thermal muscovite event is uncertain). 

7. Hydrothermal fluids take advantage of the late shear structures along which sericite-chlorite-
siderite-(pyrite) has partly infilled. Wall rock coarse thermal muscovite is either strongly 
peppered with very fine specs of pyrite, or (in one instance) partly sericitised and peppered 
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with disseminated bands of galena throughout the phyllite matrix. The pyrite peppering of 
coarse muscovite is observed across phyllite in all sections. 

8. The coarse sphalerite-pyrite is observed in sheared clasts of buck quartz, appear to be 
timed with the main foliation-parallel shear/fracture event that truncates the quartz (not related 
to either the buck quartz or subsequent brecciations or finer quartz cementing event). 
Similarly, hairline fractures through buck quartz are overprinted with subhedral to euhedral 
overgrowth of pyrite and anhedral chalcopyrite-(galena), replacing the wall rock quartz. 

9. Isolated examples of late breccia, include brecciation of both sulphide bearing phyllite and 
buck quartz; and notably along the margin of a dacite dyke and buck quartz with angular to 
subrounded clasts of phyllite, buck quartz, and dyke, cemented with fine chlorite-siderite. 
Uncertain timing relative to late siderite veins and related fracture infill but likely related to the 
widely spaced sub-brittle late fracture.  

10. Isolated irregular or discontinuous siderite and siderite-quartz-chlorite-(pyrite) veins are 
subparallel but also cross-cutting earlier shear structures and foliation, including matrix 
sulphide. The siderite veins occasionally follow earlier shear structures but can be seen 
exiting. Void space and fractures of coarse sphalerite (in cemented buck quartz) are often 
infilled with siderite-pyrite-marcasite-chlorite and trace final infill by calcite. One example of 
fractured sphalerite-pyrite was cemented by fine subhedral quartz that is likely related to the 
siderite event (not the second buck quartz breccia event). The only example of possible visible 
gold (chalcopyrite?) was in a late chlorite-filled pore space in sphalerite. 

11. Thin veins of fine pyrite, coarse calcite or chlorite-calcite-quartz-(pyrite) truncate above 
structures and veins, typically at a high angle to foliation/shear. 

 
Stephen Wegner 
 
 

7. Conclusions 
 
Whilst assays are sub-economic, assay and geology data validate the targeting model.  
 
There remains potential for discovery of a subsurface economic grade Croydon-style vein 
deposit. 
 
 

8. Recommendations 
 
The approved drill program be completed. 
 
 

9. References 
 
Wegner, S., 2021, Petrographic Summary, TS2101-2.1 – TS2101-2.12, SAMPLES: 12 from 

hole CADH002. Report for Consolidated Gold Holdings Pty Ltd. 
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Appendix I 
Drillhole Summary Logs 

Summary Log CADH001 

HoleID From To Interval Lith Name VEIN Alt Mineral Struct Comment 

CADH001 0 4 4 CSD Sand      
CADH001 4 44 40 CGL Gravel      
CADH001 44 60 16 CCY Clay      
CADH001 60 176.5 116.5 CSL Silt      
CADH001 176.5 190.05 13.55 PSA Psammite  BIO-SIL-SER-PY  FO SH Replacement textures 

CADH001 190.05 195.9 5.85 BXM Milled Mylonitic Breccia CA CA  MY  
CADH001 195.9 196.6 0.7 ALT Alteration  KF-AM  MY Intense pervasive K-fels alteration 

CADH001 196.6 203.3 6.7 BXM Milled Mylonitic Breccia    MY mylonitic/cataclasite 
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Summary Log CADH002 
 

HoleID From To Interval Lith Name VEIN Alt Mineral Struct Comment 

CADH002 0 48 6 NR No Return     precollar no sample 

CADH002 48 90 6 CCY Clay cover     precollar basin sediments - brown whitish clay 

CADH002 90 143.52 6 CLY Clay basement     precollar basement - grey clay 

CADH002 143.52 150.6 7.08 F Graphitic Fault  GR   Gry-white speckled, wkly fol., ?mafic ?subaq ?volcaniclastic +/- bx. Weak 
ser-bio-?epi alt. Dolo vns and mtx in brittle flt zone in ductile dfm zone 

CADH002 150.6 183.2 32.6 PSA 
QZ-CA-PY-SER altered 
Psammites 

 QZ-CA-PY-SER   m.g. fol gy-gn sed/volc'clastic with open vuggy crystalline calcite - 
hexagonal barrel calcite crystals 165.4-165.9m 

CADH002 183.2 184.2 1 QV Mineralised Quartz Vein  GR 
PY-SP-
CPY 

 concordant py stringers, and 0.1% dissem py., increased fracturing at top 
of vein 

CADH002 184.2 185.5 1.3 F Graphitic Fault  GR   Brittle fault in graphitic fault gouge 

CADH002 185.5 189.5 4 QV Mineralised Quartz Vein  GR 
PY-SP-
CPY 

 Py-sphal on margins of vein, thin (5mm) qz veining within larger qz vein 

CADH002 189.5 189.8 0.3 F Graphitic Fault  GR  MY changes in foliation mark folding 

CADH002 189.8 198.5 8.7 SCH 
Porphyroblastic ?Andalusite 
metapelite  

     

CADH002 198.5 198.9 0.4 QV Quartz vein     Upper and lower contacts, ductile sheared 

CADH002 198.9 200.05 1.15 F Graphitic Fault  GR   ductile def'm fault now brittle faullt 

CADH002 200.05 205.5 5.45 QV graphitic quartz vein   GR PY-SP VN irregular "stylolitic" top contact  

CADH002 205.5 210.55 5.05 BXP 
Milled polymict Graphitic 
breccia 

  GR PY-SP BX 
qv based milled matrix supported breccia, sideritic? matrix ?dacitic 
?clast,angular to subrnounded qtz clasts with cross cutting carb veins. gr 
matrix, chllorite increasing dh? 

CADH002 210.55 269.9 59.35 PSP 
SIL-SER-PY-GR-CA altered 
Pelites and Psammopelites 

 SIL-SER-PY-GR-
CA 

   

CADH002 269.9 271 1.1 QVB 
Brecciated quartz vein sericite 
pyrite alteration 

 SER-PY-GR    

CADH002 271 294.2 23.2 SCH 
Porphyroblastic ?Andalusite 
metapelite  

 SER-PY-GR    

CADH002 294.2 294.9 0.7 IPY 
Dacitic porphyry volcanic 
dyke 

     

CADH002 294.9 321.5 26.6 PSA 
Psammite with carbonate 
alteration 

 CA    

 


